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As you know, Exocraft is a planetary exploration vehicle in indie hit No Man's Sky. With these innovative ships, you can find points of interest, mine resources, and even battle guards and more aggressive animals. Once you build an appropriate geobay that will accommodate these machines, you will be ready to explore any planet. This
guide will outline all the requirements on how to get Exocraft in No Man's Sky, how to unlock the drawings and then give a summary of each vehicle. Buckle up! How to get an Exocraft vehicle to get an Exocraft vehicle in The Sky No Man's, all you need are drawings and the necessary crafting components. To start crafting, first go to your
base. There, find a specialist terminal crafting menu. From there, head to Exocraft Terminal. Once you've created or posted one, check the message that pops up. He'll let you know you need an operating technician. Once completed, head to the space station. NPCs will take you to a Vy'keen technician that you can take with you on
board. If you have one, go back to your base, interact with the technology, and get an Exocraft Blueprint. Know this: In order to complete the next step, you will need these materials: 5 metal coating 100 Paranaffinium 4 Ion batteries (from cobalt and ferrit dust) If you are missing these things, you would be wise to go out and purchase them
first. How to get Exocraft Blueprint In No Man's Sky, players can get all exocraft Geobay drawings at the construction research station. Just keep in mind that you need to build an Exocraft terminal first. After that, you can hire a Vy'keen specialist for your planetary or cargo base and then complete a few short missions. They are pretty
simple, so feel free from them! Once you complete these tasks, you will be in business and can start building on geobays. However, you can purchase Pilgrim Geobay only from building a research station for ten (10) Saved Technology. It's the same cost as Exocraft Call Station, so be careful. Roamer's geobaic drawing can be obtained
from the base computer and its mission of basic computer archives. This allows players to bypass the construction of the Exocraft terminal. Types of exocraft vehicles: Nomad, Rowmer, Colossus, Pilgrim and Nautillon There are a total of five types of Exocraft cars in The No Man's sky, each of which can be permanently upgraded and
modified. Here is a list of different types available as well as more information about each type of vehicle. Nomad Nomad is the smallest Exocraft available. Having only 16 slots worth of cargo space, this little guy is fast. He is so nimble that he even glide over the water, and has an acceleration module incorporated into its base design.
However, it can also equip a booster signal, a mountain laser, and a horse gun. Roamer Say hello to a medium weight bruise. Rowmer Rowmer 28 inventory slots and can cross rough terrain quite easily, including limited underwater capabilities. It can also use signal booster, mountain laser, ke mountain cannon, and acceleration module
upgrade. Colossus And now it's time to welcome the big boy. Colossus is the largest Exocraft in the game, and provides a corresponding 42 inventory slots. It's really designed to collect resources and ferry them back, not intelligence. It even includes a mountain laser in its basic scheme. While it cannot accommodate the acceleration
module, the Colossus can receive a signal amplifier and a horse gun. Pilgrim Pilgrim carries only 16 slots worth of inventory. Like Nomad, it comes preset with an acceleration module. However, Pilgrim is even faster than the nomad. It has the longest enhancement opportunities and can cover huge jumps. That being said, water is its
kryptonite. It slows down before crawling into almost nothing more than a puddle. Nautillon This submarine would make Captain Nemo proud. Nautilon can control underwater combat, mining and navigation. Unfortunately, you can only use this child on ocean planets. Now that you know how to create Exocraft in No Man's Sky and have
learned a little about each vehicle, you're ready to go! Choose which Exocraft best suits your needs, download and explore! The theme of this article is from the Crossplay update. Information from this article is updated as of July 16, 2020. Size comparison: Pilgrim, Nomad, Roamer, Colossus Exocraft are planetary research machines.
Exocraft's edit source resumes are planetary reconnaissance vehicles that, with the right technology, can find specific points of interest, mine core resources or participate in the fight against the Guardians and some fauna. Six Exocraft are available, and can be used to explore any planet as soon as they have been called by creating their
respective geobays. In order to build any of the exocraft bays, the base must be built first to unlock its plan by building an Exocraft terminal. You unlock the Exocraft terminal by completing the Expansion Base mission. Please note that Exocraft terminals can only be built on planets. All Exocraft retain their reserves and established
technologies when summoned, even on different planets, systems, and across galaxies. Typically, a player can only call Exocraft if it is no more than 750u away from the desired call location. However, building an Exocraft Summoning Station on any planet in the system removes the distance conditions for the entire system, allowing the
player to summon any Exocraft owned to its own from any other place or planet in the entire system. Players who own a cargo ship can build an Orbital Exocraft Materialiser. This powerful technology allows you to call Exocraft whenever your cargo ship is present current star system. Exocraft can be configured in appearance at the
appropriate call stations using an orange panel. Options include paint colors, decals and increase particle color. Types of edit source Roamer edit source Roamer is the first exocraft that players will receive, as unlocking his geobay is a prerequisite for unlocking those for all other Exocraft. It is classified as an average Exocraft - a large
multi-ranger with 28 slots that is capable of quickly crossing rough terrain and adapting to most situations including underwater operations. Geobay plan for Roamer can be purchased either in a space anomaly, or it can be unlocked on a base computer through the base computer Mission Archives, allowing players to obtain Exocraft
without building an Exocraft terminal. Nomad edit the source of Nomad gliding on water (recommended for portal travelers) Nomad is an easy Exocraft. What he may lack in the cargo space (the vehicle has only 16 slots), this hovercraft entrusts in speed, maneuverability and its ability to glide through the water. Most effective with portals.
Nomad comes with the Exocraft Acceleration module pre-installed. Pilgrim 'edit source' Pilgrim is another light of Exocraft. Like Nomad, this one has 16 inventory slots and comes with an Exocraft Acceleration Module preinstalled. Pilgrim is the only two-wheeled member of the Exocraft family. With a full update in place, this is the fastest of
all Exocraft on earth. This is the most terrestrial member of the exocraft family, having a much shorter cooling pulse and being able to take huge jumps but crawl while in the water. Colossus edit source Colossus is the largest Exocraft. This lumbering behemoth offers a huge cargo bay (42 slots in total), perfect for those who want to collect
resources, or install numerous upgrade modules. Colossus has an Exocraft Mountain Laser pre-built. Due to the weak engine and general lack of grip, it was often considered as a mobile cargo unit. To fix this problem and make it appropriate the Space Colossus truck got an upgrade in NEXT, giving it more speed and flexibility (its base
speed was increased even more in the 1.63 update), and installing multiple upgrade modules can make it flexible enough. The Minotaur edit source Minotaur explores the planet Minotaur is a mechanical walker containing 28 slots that can be used to safely explore all planets by performing mining, combat and exploration missions. He has
an independent jetpack, and with a pre-installed environmental control unit - he to all the planetary hazards. The standard mining laser Minotaur, if desired, can be upgraded to the Minotaur Bor, which will allow if desired to change the terrain on the planets, similar to the function of the multi-country manipulator Terrain. It is also an
amphibian, and can be mined underwater. It also fires missiles. Nautylona to edit The Nautilon source floating underwater under Nautillon is the only unearthly exophate. It is a submersible designed for underwater navigation, combat and mining. It can be summoned to any ocean on the planet, as well as docked to underwater buildings.
Acquisition of Exocraft edit source Five Land Exocraft with their respective Geobays All Exocraft Geobay drawings can be obtained at the Construction Research Station. In addition, after the construction of the Exocraft terminal, purchase Roamer, Nomad, and Colossus by hiring Vy'keen Technician for your planetary (or cargo) base and
completing a new series of missions. You can place Geobay on any planet. This will cause the appropriate Exocraft. The Pilgrim and Minotaur Geobais project can only be purchased at the construction research station for 10 data saved, the same applies to the Exocraft Summoning Station plan. The Nautilon camera is available as part of
the Dreams of the Deep mission. If Nautilon is derived from a construction research station, then the plan for hydrothermal fuel cells must be obtained from a production facility, or operating center. Technological drawings and update modules (edited editing source) Tech Layout - 5. Exocraft Roamer / Colossus / Nomad / Pilgrim:
«редактировать » редактировать источник » Технологические чертежи »редактировать источник» Обновление Модулей »редактировать источник» Модуль Имя Статистика Drawn Модуль улучшает C-класс B-класс S-класс S-класс Мин Макс Мин Макс Мин Макс Макс Двигатель C 1 B/A 1-2 S 2 Максимальная скорость 1
3 8 8 15 10 15 Использование топлива 1 5 5 10 10 15 15 20 Boost C 1 B/A 1-2 S 2 Boost Power 10 20 20 35 55 55 70 Танк Размер 10 20 15 30 30 50 50 60 Лазер (Лазерная энергия нуждается в тестировании) C 1 B/A 1-2 S 2 Лазерная мощность 5 10 10 20 20 30 30 50 Лазерная эффективность 1 5 5 10 10 15 15 20 Пушка
(Damage Stats не появляются As they should) C 1-2 B 2-3 A/S 3 Damage 5 10 10 20 20 30 (12) 40 (17) Fire Speed 1 5 5 5 10 15 15 20 (21) Weapon Efficiency 1 5 5 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 5 15 20 Exocraft - Minotaur: Edit Source Technological Drawings Edit Edit Source Update Modules Edit Source Module Title Drawn Module
Improves C-Class B-Class S-Class S-Class S-Class M. Max Min Max Max Max Engine B 1 A 1-2 S Boost Tank Size n/a 15 15 25 25 30 Fuel use 5 10 10 15 15 20 Laser B 1-2 A 1-2 S 2 Laser Power n/a 10 20 20 30 30 40 Laser Efficiency 5 (95) 10 (90) 10 (90) 10 (90) 10 (90) 15 (85) 15 (85) 20 (80) Gun B2-3 A 3 S 3 Damage n/a 10 20
30 30 30 40 Fire Speed 5 10 10 15 15 20 Weapon Efficiency 5 10 10 15 15 20 Exocraft - Nautilon : Edit edit source Technological drawings edit source Update Modules Edit Source Module Name Drawn Module Improves C-Class B-Class S-Class S-Class M.M. Max Min Max Max Humbold Drive C 1 B 1-2 A 2-3 S 3 Maximum Speed 1 3 3
8 8 8 8 15 10 15 Fuel use 1 5 5 10 10 15 15 20 Acceleration 10 20 20 35 35 55 70 70 Cannon (Damage Statistics Don't Appear As They Should) C 1 B/A 1-2 S 2 Damage 5 10 10 20 20 30 30 (13) 40 (18) Fire Speed 1 5 5 10 10 15 15 20 Optimal Technical Layouts Edit Source Graphics Info, Info approved by Craig Mark of NMSResources
Tech Layout - 5. The exocraft Release story (edited editing source) Pathfinder - Introduced. NEXT - Improved Colossus speed and ability to climb to improve its performance. NEXT 1.63 Pilgrim's Added and His Plan for Pilgrim Geobay can be purchased in the analyzer's drawing. The stock of all exophets has been increased. The base
speed of the Colossus has been increased. Added upgrade modules for Exocrafts that can be purchased with Nanite clusters from the technique once their quest circuit is complete. The Advanced Exocraft Fast Menu options to ensure that all owned and in the Exocraft range be called, not just the current core Exocraft. Added the ability to
customize Exocraft with unique paint, decals and increase particle variants. A specific technology has been added to customize Exocraft processing, allowing drivers to specification their vehicles for capture or drift. Added speedometer display in HUD while driving Exocraft. Fixed problem, in which Exocraft with laser upgrades still can not
extract resources that require an extended mountain laser. Fixed a problem where Exocraft can't mine terrain resources. Abyss - Added Nautilon Beyond Added fully simulated cabins/interiors for all Exocraft and Nautilon submarines. A number of problems have been fixed in which trees and stones cannot be overworked by Exocraft.
ExoMech - added Minotaur exocraft, all other exocrafts are no longer fully protected from items without additional protection updates. Gallery Edit Source Pilgrim Exocraft (NEXT 1.63) Nautilon exocraft (Abyss) Pilgrim Visualization (NEXT 1.63) Exocraft Call Station Colossus Inventory Screen Minotaur Inventory Screen Nautilon Inventory
Screen Links Edit Source - No Human Sky Exocraft Customisation added to NEXT 1. Update.
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